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Abstract
The RDF-to-text task has recently gained substantial attention due to the continuous growth
of RDF knowledge graphs in number and size.
Recent studies have focused on systematically
comparing RDF-to-text approaches on benchmarking datasets such as WebNLG. Although
some evaluation tools have already been proposed for text generation, none of the existing solutions abides by the Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reusability
(FAIR) principles and involves RDF data for
the knowledge extraction task. In this paper,
we present BENG, a FAIR benchmarking platform for Natural Language Generation (NLG)
and Knowledge Extraction systems with focus
on RDF data. BENG builds upon the successful benchmarking platform GERBIL, is opensource and is publicly available along with the
data it contains.
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Introduction

NLG is the process of generating coherent natural language text from non-linguistic data (Reiter
and Dale, 2000). A large number of approaches
with distinct inputs have been employed for NLG
systems over the last years (Gatt and Krahmer,
2018). After having been addressed in only a few
papers at the beginning of the last decade (Ell et al.,
2012; Ngonga Ngomo et al., 2013), the generation of natural language from Resource Description Framework (RDF) data has gained substantial attention (Gardent et al., 2017b). The RDF-totext task has hence been proposed to investigate
the quality of automatically generated texts from
RDF Knowledge Graphs (KGs) (Colin et al., 2016;
Moussallem et al., 2020). Recent studies have focused on comparing systematically neural pipeline
and end-to-end data-to-text approaches for the generation of text from RDF triples (Ferreira et al.,
2019). However, a transparent comparison of RDFbased NLG systems is costly and prone to failure

when relying only on benchmarking datasets such
as WebNLG without a proper benchmarking platform.
Recent works have hence proposed evaluation
tools for text generation such as VizSeq (Wang
et al., 2019) and MT-ComparEval (Klejch et al.,
2015). However, none of these tools abides by the
FAIR principles (Wilkinson et al., 2016), which
are now widely regarded as a key first step to ensure reproducible research in scientific experiments.
Moreover, none of the tools aforementioned involves RDF data for the knowledge (relations and
entities) extraction task (KE).
In this paper, we address this gap by presenting
BENG, a FAIR benchmarking platform for NLG
and Knowledge Extraction systems. BENG is available as an online instance with a user-friendly interface that can be freely used by researchers to
benchmark their systems without the need to set up
the benchmarking platform by themselves. Moreover, BENG is an open-source project which can be
extended (w.r.t. metrics and systems) and executed
locally.1,2
Our benchmarking results show that BENG can
foster the development of NLG approaches by providing an easy way to access, compare, and reuse
results among NLG systems. Moreover, BENG
can support the investigation of multilingual approaches as it contains variations of the WebNLG
datasets in languages other than English (German
and Russian).

2

Related work

A significant body of research has been devoted to
providing evaluation tools for text generation approaches. Recently, Wang et al. (2019) proposed
VizSeq as a visual analysis toolkit for independent
1
2
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for Named Entity Recognition and Entity Linking
systems. We chose GERBIL because it has already
been used successfully in more than 80,000 experiments. We reuse the mechanisms implemented
by GERBIL to handle large experiments, generate
experiment Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs)
and store the results of experiments in a database.
Some of the main components of GERBIL (e.g., annotation systems, datasets, matching process, and
performance metrics) are replaced by components
which abide by the requirements of the evaluation
of NLG systems. BENG follows the FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data management and
stewardship (Wilkinson et al., 2016) as detailed in
Table 1.
To cater for the needs of NLG experiments,
BENG provides different experiment configurations, which are explained in the following along
with their parameters.
Figure 1: Experiment Configuration

3.1 Experiment types
Figure 1 shows the experiment configuration interface which allows users to select the files and evaluate their systems. It has four experiment types:
RDF2Text with two variants: a) WebNLG
RDF2Text where the user evaluates the hypothesis on the WebNLG development and test sets.
Here, the user just needs to upload the text file in
the interface. The evaluation results are generated
automatically and represented by a URI. Additionally, all systems which perform this experiment
can be found in the leaderboard in Figure 2. b)
NLG, where the users have the freedom to upload
their own hypothesis and reference files. In this
case, results are only displayed under the generated
URI, not in the leaderboard as there is no common
dataset. Both variants use a python script to evaluate the results with automatic metrics which are
discussed in Section 3.2.
Text2RDF with two variants: WebNLG
Text2RDF and KE which allow users to evaluate
the relation extraction models which convert text
into a set of RDF triples. The evaluation script uses
Precision, Recall, F1-score as metrics. The evaluation algorithm relies on four types of matches
(exact, partial, strict, and Enttype3 ) to compare the
candidate triples with the reference triples. In the
WebNLG Text2RDF experiment type, the users
can upload the candidate triples and select the

text generation tasks, for example, Machine Translation (MT) or NLG. VizSeq supports multimodal
(images, videos, texts) sources and multiple text
references to provide a detailed picture of system
evaluations. In MT, compare-mt (Neubig et al.,
2019) and MT-ComparEval (Klejch et al., 2015)
are related tools for comparative analysis with automatic measures that provide a high-level view
of major differences between MT outputs. In turn,
Vis-Eval Metric Viewer (Steele and Specia, 2018)
and iBLEU (Madnani, 2011) present metric scores
as a visual interface. Other tools focus on the interpretability of the text generation process and language model parameters such as the OpenNMT visualisation tool (Klein et al., 2018), LM (Rong and
Adar, 2016), and Seq2Seq (Strobelt et al., 2019).
Although MT and NLG tasks rely on the same metrics for evaluating their outputs, none of the aforementioned tools rely on FAIR principles for the
sake of reproducible research. Therefore, BENG
is the first evaluation tool that abides by the FAIR
principles for the text generation task.

3

Framework

BENG addresses the problem of comparing different NLG systems using automatic metric results
while relying on FAIR principles. It is based on
a service-oriented architecture that reuses components from the FAIR benchmarking platform GERBIL (Röder et al., 2018), a benchmarking platform

3
Described
in
details
here:
https://
webnlg-challenge.loria.fr/challenge_
2020/#automatic-evaluation
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Findable

Usage of globally unique, persistent identifiers
Data have rich metadata
Metadata include the identifier of the data it describes
(Meta)data are registered or indexed in a searchable resource

Unique W3ID URIs per experiment
Experimental configuration as RDF
Relates via RDF
Batch-updated SPARQL endpoint

Accessible

A1.
A1.1
A1.2
A2.

(Meta)data are retrievable using a standardized communications protocol
The protocol is open, free, and universally implementable
The protocol allows for authentication/authorization
Metadata are accessible, even when the data are not available anymore

HTTP (with JSON-LD)
HTTP is an open standard
Not necessary for BENG
Each experiment is archived

I1.
I2.
I3.

(Meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared, and broadly applicable language
(Meta)data use vocabularies that follow FAIR principles
(Meta)data include qualified references to other (meta)data

RDF, DataID, DataCube
Community-based, open vocabularies
Datasets are described using DataID

Reusable

F1.
F2.
F3.
F4.

Interop.

Table 1: A shortened description of the FAIR principles and how BENG addresses each of them.

R1. (Meta)data are richly described
R1.1. (Meta)data have a clear licensing
R1.2. (Meta)data are associated with detailed provenance

Metrics are relevant to the community
BENG uses LGPL-3.0
Provenance is added to each machinereadable experiment data
BENG covers a superset of domainrelevant data

R1.3. (Meta)data meet domain-relevant community standards

Table 2: Datasets. T /S – maximum number of triples
per set; D – Domains; EN – English; DE – German;
RU - Russian.

WebNLG reference dataset. The results can be
found in the leaderboard (Figure 3). On the other
side, the KE experiment type allows the users to
upload the candidate triples and reference triples.
The results are presented in the generated URI, not
in the leaderboard as there is no common dataset.

Name

3.2 Automatic Evaluation Metrics

Experiment Type

Lang. Texts

WebNLG2017 RDF2Text

EN
DE

WebNLG2019 RDF2Text

RU

EN
WebNLG2020 RDF2Text/Text2RDF
RU

Sets

T /S D

25,298 9,674
20,370 7,812

7 15
7 15

20,800 5,185

7

45,032 16,677
20,800 5,185

7 19
7 9

9

3.2.1 Metrics for Text Generation
BENG includes the most used metrics according
to Gatt and Krahmer (2018) and the metrics which
correlate better with human evaluations based on
recent findings (Sellam et al., 2020). We briefly
explain below the automatic evaluation metrics
present in BENG.

NIST (Doddington, 2002). BENG relies on the
latest METEOR version.6
chrF++ (Popović, 2015, 2016) proposes the use
of character n-gram precision and recall (F-score)
for automatic evaluation of text generated outputs.
ChrF++ has shown a good correlation with human
rankings of different MT outputs, especially for
morphologically rich target languages. Additionally, it is language- and tokenisation- independent.7

3.2.1.1 N-gram-based metrics
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) is widely chosen for
evaluating text generation outputs due to its low
costs. BLEU uses a modified precision metric for
comparing the hypotheses with the references. For
the sake of comparison, BENG uses two implementations of BLEU: (1) Multi-bleu-detok from
Moses,4 (2) BLEU-NLTK from the NLTK library.5
METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) relies on
semantic features to improve correlation quality
between system hypotheses and human references.
To this end, METEOR considers the synonymy
overlap through a shared WordNet synset of the
words to overcome some weaknesses of BLEU and

TER (Snover et al., 2006) is different from the
aforementioned metrics. TER measures the number
of necessary edits in an MT/NLG output to match
the reference text exactly. The edits consist of insertions, deletions, substitutions and shift of words,
as well as capitalisation and punctuation. The TER
score is calculated by computing the number of
edits divided by the average referenced words.8

6

rb.gy/6q5zsv
https://github.com/m-popovic/chrF
8
https://github.com/roy-ht/pyter

4

7

rb.gy/zaffdt
5
https://www.nltk.org/
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Figure 2: Screenshot of the Leaderboard - RDF2Text

is a semantically varied corpus containing diverse
attributes, patterns and shapes. Said corpus (Gardent et al., 2017a,b) consists of 9,674 sets of up
to 7 RDF triples in 15 domains mapped to 25,298
target texts. The 15 domains are Astronaut, UniFigure 3: Screenshot of the Leaderboard - Text2RDF
versity, Monument, Building, Comics Character,
Food, Airport, Sports Team, Written Work, City,
3.2.1.2 Embedding-based metrics
Athlete, Artist, Mean of Transportation, Celestial
BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020) is based on pre- Body, and Politician. Out of these domains, five
trained BERT contextual embeddings (Devlin et al., (Athlete, Artist, MeanOfTransportation, Celestial2019). It computes the token similarity of can- Body, Politician) are exclusively present in the
didate and reference sentences as a sum of co- test set. The WebNLG2020 datasets are an imsine similarities between their tokens’ embeddings. provement of the English version of WebNLG2017
BERTScore has shown a good correlation with hu- and WebNLG2019 for the Russian dataset (CastroFerreira et al., 2020). For English, the improvement
man evaluations through stronger system-level and
comprises cleaned texts (around 5,600), added
segment-level correlations than previous metrics.9
BLEURT (Sellam et al., 2020) is a learned eval- missing triple verbalisations to some texts, and inuation metric that relies on BERT (Devlin et al., formation about tree shapes as well as shape types
2019). It is a novel pre-training scheme that gen- for each entry.
eralises the model by using random disturbance of
The German WebNLG version (Castro Ferreira
Wikipedia sentences built up with a diverse set of
et al., 2018) comprises 20,370 texts describing
lexical- and semantic-level supervision signals. In
7,812 sets of up to 7 RDF triples in 15 domains,
contrast to other recent BERT metrics, BLEURT while the Russian datasets contain 20,800 texts
handles data scarcity in low-resource scenarios.10
describing 5,185 sets of up to 7 RDF triples in 9
domains. The English and Russian datasets abide
3.2.2 Metrics for Relation Extraction
by the criteria to gold standards as several native
Standard evaluation measures are typically apspeakers manually assessed them. The German
plied for evaluating relation extraction sysversion can be regarded as a silver standard given
tems (Martínez-Rodríguez et al., 2020; Speck and
that it did not go through the same process and conNgonga Ngomo, 2018; Speck et al., 2018). Thus,
tains some known errors from the Neural Machine
we employ three commonly used metrics for each
Translation (NMT) system used for generating the
system q. We computed Precision, Recall and F1
data. With respect to the Text2RDF task, BENG
Score as follows:
relies on the same WebNLG 2020 datasets, but uses
# correct system annotations for q the triples as a reference and the texts as input.
P recision(q) =
;
# system annotations for q
# correct system annotations for q 4 Conclusion
Recall(q) =
;
# gold standard annotations
In this paper, we introduced BENG, a general
precision(q) · recall(q)
F 1 Score(q) =2 ·
.
benchmark framework for text generation based
precision(q) + recall(q)
on GERBIL’s service-oriented architecture. We in3.3 Datasets
tegrated new experiment types, datasets, and measures. The main advantages of BENG are that it
BENG includes the WebNLG datasets for the
follows the FAIR Guiding Principles and provides
RDF2Text task (refer to Table 2). WebNLG2017
a web-based frontend that allows for several use
9
https://github.com/Tiiiger/bert_score
10
cases enabling lay people and expert users to perhttps://github.com/google-research/
bleurt
form informed comparisons of annotation tools. In
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future work, we plan to include other popular NLG
benchmarks such as E2E and SR (Belz et al., 2011;
Novikova et al., 2017; Mille et al., 2018) and extend the experiment types as well as include the
web-services for models instead of uploading the
hypotheses.

Emilie Colin, Claire Gardent, Yassine Mrabet, Shashi
Narayan, and Laura Perez-Beltrachini. 2016. The
webnlg challenge: Generating text from dbpedia
data. In Proceedings of the 9th INLG conference,
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Jacob Devlin, Ming-Wei Chang, Kenton Lee, and
Kristina Toutanova. 2019. Bert: Pre-training of
deep bidirectional transformers for language understanding. In Proceedings of the 2019 Conference of
the North American Chapter of the Association for
Computational Linguistics: Human Language Technologies, Volume 1 (Long and Short Papers), pages
4171–4186.
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